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ABSTRACT

A simple one-dimensional ensemble average PBL model, including
condensation, evaporation, atmospheric radiation, and the surface en-

ergy budget, is used to study the evolution of the planetary boundary

layer in a cloud-free atmosphere. In this model, the turbulent kinetic

energy E is predicted by a prognostic equation. The length scale (1)
。f Sun and Ogura, and Deardorff is modified; the eddy coe 血 den t is

proportional to 、品 , 刮目 uggested by De 叫 orffj and the similary eq 時
tions proposed by Businger et al. are used for the surface layer. In

addition, the force restoring method is adopted to predict the surface

temperature and an analogous method is used to calculate the surface

soil moisture. The model is used to simulate the data of Wangara

Day 33. The simulated results are in good agreement with both those
observed and those produced by the other more complicated model.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many sophisticated models of the planetary boundary layer

(PBL) have been developed. In Deardorff's three-dimensional model (1974a, b),
a major portion of eddy flux is explicitly calculated and the subgrid-scale tur-
bulence is modeled by a second-order closure approximation. A large amount of

computing time and central memory is required in his experiment because of the

very small space and time intervals required for both. Therefore, his subgrid-

scale turbulence parameterization is very di 血cult to apply in a mesoscale model.

On the other hand, the one-dimensional higher-order ensemble average tur-

bulence model for both cloud-free and cloudy planetary boundary layers has

been studied by many people; for example, Yamada and Mellor (1975, 1979), .
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Zeman and Lumley (1976), Andre et aI. (1978), Oliver et aI. (1978), Sun and
Og 凹a (1980), 叩d Chen and Co 七 ton (1 983a, b). These higher-order models
have provided valuable information about the PBL. Even though they require

much less computing time and central memory 七han the subgrid 耳 scale model,

the equations in these high-order models are still quite complicated and di 由 cult

to be incorporate into a mesoscale model.

To simplify the second-order turbulence scheme, Deardorff (1980) assumes

that the eddy-coe 血 cient relations are valid for eddy fluxes in the subgrid-scale

turbulence. Therefore, only one prognostic equation is required for the turbu 自

lent kinetic energy to solve for eddy fluxes. His basic equations are very similar

to those of the "level 2.5" ensemble average turbulence scheme in Mellor and

Yamada (1977), except that the formulae of mi} 也g length scale are differ 記en叫t

U sing the level 2.5 s凹cherne but with the observationa 固1 length scale of ensem-

ble turbulence (Cat 叫ley and Palmer, 1979), Sun and Cha 呵 (1986a) obtained
realistic results when compared to the observed data and predictions by other

higher-order schemes. Meanwhile, their model is simple enough to be incor-

porated into a turbulence-diffusion model (Sun and Chang, 1986b; Sun, 1989)

used to study air pollution in a convective boundary layer (CBL). However, the

Ie 時h scale proposed by Caughey and Palmer (1979) is valid only in a cloudy-
free convective atmosphere; hence, a different turbulence length based upon

Sun and Ogura (1980) is used in this study.

The force restoring method (Deardor 旺, 1978; Bhumralkar, 1975; Blad 也dar,
1976) is adopted here to predict the ground surface temperature. This method

does not require caluation of multiple soil layer temperatures, but can produce

results comparable to those with multiple soil layers.

As indicated by Andre et al. (1978), few models can make straight forward

simulations of bo 出七he day and night evolu 七 ion of the planetary boundary layer.

One reason for this is the difference between the CBL during the daytime and
the nocturnal inversion during the night. The former is primarily controlled by

the buoyant production of turbulent energy near the ground sunace, while the

latter is driven by bo 七h radiative transfer and turbulence. Another di 血 culty in

the simulation of the nocturnal planetary boundary layer is the formula 七 ion of

turbulence for a strongly stable therm 叫 stratifica
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(Part II of the 的吋y). The results are comparable 七 0 those generated by other

higher-order turbulence schemes and obser 丸叫 ions. This PBL parameterization

has also been successsfully incorporated into the Purdue mesoscale model to
study the diurnal variation of the dryline for the Great Plains (Wu and Sun,

1987), the cold air outbreak over the warm ocean (Sun and Hsu, 1988), and air

mass modification over Lake of Michigan (Sun and Yilidri 血 , 1989).

2. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MODEL

品 , Governing equations

The governing equations for the mean variables in this one-dimensional

model are:
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where u, v, and ω are the velocity components along x (eastward), y (north-

ward), and z (upward) coordinates, respectively. Overbars denote the ensemble

average and primes signify the turbulence fluctuations from the ensemble av-

erage. The Coriolis parameter, f, at Hay, Australia (34 � 30'S, 144 � 56'E) is
8.26 X 10-5 8-1 . The press 世e gradients in Eqs. (1) and (2) are represented by

geostrophic winds Ug and 13g ﹒ Terms u'w' and v'w' are components of Reynolds'

stress tensor in 七 he x and y direction.

In Eq. (3), fJo = 273 K, the equivalent potential 七 er 呻 erature, 恥 , is de 在ned

as:

fJe = B + (lv/Cp)(B/T 泊 , (5)

where fJ is the potential temperature, Iv is the latent heat of vaporization, Cp

is the specific heat at constant pressure, T is the temperature, and q is the
specific humidity. For shallow convection without precipitation, 此

. .
conservative quantity since (lv/Cp)(B 月 ) is essentially a constant. In the advec-

tion terms, the horizontal gradients of (Je are represented by the vertical gradi-

ents of Ug and 石9 through the thermal wind relations. The radia 七 ive cooling or
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warming rate is represented by the radiative flux divergence 一 (1/ pCp)(8F/8z).
The total radia 七 ive flux, F, is de 宜ned by F = FT - Fl , where Fi .and F!

represent upward and downward 咀 uxes, respectively. The reference state air

density is p, while 切
,
所 is the equivalent potential 七emperature 咀ux. In the

moisture equation (4), the total speci 宜 c humidity, q ω = q + q/ (q/ is the spe-
cHic liquid water content), is also a semi-conservative quantity in the absence

of precipitation.

Turbulence p ι rameterization

The turbulent kinetic energy equation is:

一
一

一
個
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where E' = 0.5 仙 ,2 + v,2 + ω 12) is the turbulent kinetic energy, and Eis the

ensemble average of E 人句 is the rate of dissipation. The detailed equations

for eddy 宜uxes, transport 七 erms, and dissipation are presented is Sun and Hsu

(1988).
Following Sun and Ogura (1980), the mixing-length scale I is determined as

follows:
for unstable condition ( ω '81 > 0),

10 κz
1 = lo> = 一一一一 .

“

1+( κ z /10)
, (7)
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1
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for neutral or stable conditions (wI8� 三 0),

+一
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where,
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In Eq. (7), κ is the von Karma 的 consta 叫 and is set to 0.35. In Eq. (8), Zt

is the height of the top of the model. Because the length scale for the unstable

condition is a monotonically increasing function with height, an upper limit for
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l is set at 530 m in comparison with Sun and Chang's results (1986a). It is
noted that Eq. (10) is similar 如 that in De 型企�ff (1980), but the coe 現Cle 叫

0.76 is replaced by 1.316 and (80v/8z) by (一吾吾 �/ J{h). The larger cae 血 cient

is suggested by Sun and Cha 時 (1986b) in order to increase 七he diffusion at the

inversion layer.

c. Parameteriz 叫 ion of radiation

The parameterization of radiation follows Chen and Cotton (1983b).

the cloud-free conditions, Rodgers' (1967) parameterization for long-wave ra-

diation, Yamamoto's (1962) parameteri 叫 ion for the absorption of short-wave

radiation, and Stephens' method (Chen and Cotton, 1983b) for Rayleigh scat-

teri 時缸e utilized. In contrast, for a cloudy atmosphere, S趴te叩phe昀ens' (1978)

pa缸.ra 且me叫te甘n扭za叫tion for long- and short-wave radiation are used.

For

d. Ground 3urface 30il temperature and moi3ture

The equation for the surface soil temperature, 丸 , following Bhumralkar
(1975), Blackadar (1976), and Deardorff (1978) is given as following:

。To HA 丸 -T2

古 = -C1 一句一一
71

、
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ι
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、

The 且rst term on the right hand side is the energy balance term; the second

term is the restoring term; 71 is the diurnal period; ρ 8 and C8 are the density

and specific heat of soil, respectively; and d1 is a soil dep 七h influenced by the
diurnal temperature cycle, expressed by:

d1 = ( κ 1- (12)

where κ s is soil thermal diffusi vi 七3 ι The values of
"'8

and (Pscs) in this study

are set at 0.004 cm-2 09-1 and 0.37 cal cm-3 J{-1 , as in Case 1 in Deardorff

(1978). T2 is the mean soil temperature for a layer of depth (d2) influenced by. .

a constant and assumed to be the mean surface temperature of the previous

24 hours (Deardorff, 1978). Coe 血 cients C1 and C2 are equal to 2?T1 月 and 2 霄 ,
respectively. In Eq. (11), HA is the sum of energy 咀凹 es at the surface soil. It
included the long-wave radiation from the ground surface to the atmosphere,

the surface sensible heat flux and latent heat flux, the short-wave radiative

flux reaching the ground surface (51), ar;td the long 耐ave radiative flux from
the atmosphe 記 to the ground surface (Ri). Unlike that specified by the bulk
formula in Deardorff (1978), 吐Ie surface sensible heat 咀ux and latent heat flux
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are calculated by the similarity equa 七 ions proposed by Businger et al. (1971).
S1 and Ri are provided by the radiation parameterization described above

As for the ground surface 七emperature, the ground surface soil moistu 間 , Wg,

is predicted by the equation (Deardor 缸 , 1978):

。叩 En -p ω一切q

-
j.L.Jg .. 9 �,'""'g '"";':r一 _."

at - -'-'1
ρω d'

-
'-'2 T1

。三切gSW 柚 ax. (13)

The first term on the right hand side is a moisture budget term; in which Pw
is the density of liquid water, d� is the depth to which the diurnal cycle of soil

moisture reaches, and Pg is the precipitation. The second term is a restoring

term; in which, 切 2 is the average soil moisture over a depth d; j below d; the
moisture flux is negligible. When 叫 is greater than 叫nax (the maximum value
d 叩 g), the precipitation reaching the surface is considered 七0 be runoff. The
coe 血 cle 帥 c� and c; are functions of the properties of the soil, speci 宜ed 剖
followi 時 (Jackson 1973; Deardor 宜" 1978):
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0.15 < r < 0.75
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and
C2 = 0.9,

with d� = 10 cm arid d� = 50 cmj where, r = ωgfWmax ﹒

The time rate equation for W2 can be expressed as:

。ω 2 Eg - Pg

at 一ρ d '
, 0 �三ω 2 三三ωmax ﹒ (14)

The variation of W2 with time is very slow. The surface specific humidi 句,
qg

小 is specified (Deardor 宜, 1978) by

qg = α 'qs(Tg) + (1 - a')qa (15)

where qs( 可 ) is the saturated specific humidity at temperature 丸 , and qa is the
specific humidity at height Za ﹒ The coe 由 clen 七 a' = min(1, 切 gf ω k); 叫 is the
saturated ground surface soil moisture. Above 切 k, 七he soil is considered to be
saturated. The value of Wk is set at 0.30 as used in Deardorff (1978).

3. GRID ARRANGEMENT, BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

a. Grid arrangement
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There are 22 grid points in the z direction. A staggered grid is used with

the 宜 rst moments defined at 25 間 , 100 m, 200 m, , 1900 m, 2000 m, and
the second moments defined 刮目 m, 150 m, 250 間 , , 1950 m, 2050 m.

b. Eo 包ndary co π ditions

The temperature and specific humidity at the surface are predicted by Eqs.

(11) and (13), respectively. The si 血 ilarity equations (Businger et al 叫 1971)
are applied in the surface layer ( 主 25 m). At the top of the domain, all the
turbulence variables and wind shears are set at zero; the moisture varies only

due to vertical advection, and the temperature varies only due to vertical ad-

vection and radiative cooling or warming. The vertical gradients of moisture

and temperature at the upper boundary are fixed at 七 heir initial values.

c. Initial condition.'3

As mentioned before, the Wangara data at 0900 EST on Day 33 were used

for the initial conditions. This case was chosen partly to facilitate a direct
comparison between the presen 七 results and the numerical results obtained by

Deardorff (1974a, b), Yamada a吋 Mellor (1975), Andre et al. (1978), and Chen
and Cotton (1983a).

The moisture content of the soil was not measured during the Experiment,

but the soil appeared ve 可 dry on Day 33-35 from visual observations (CI 缸ke et

al., 1971). Therefore, 七he initial value of ω 9 is set as 0.01. Following Deardorff
(1978), the value of 0.30 is chosen for ω k,and 叫nax is set as 1.33 叫﹒ The initial
value of W2 is chosen to be 0.15, which is slightly smaller than that in Deardorff
(1978)(0.20).

The initial ground surface temperature, Tg, is set at 278.5 I<, which is the
observed temperature at screen height (1.2 m) 訕。900 EST on Day 33. T2 is
fixed as 284.6 ι

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Because the vertical velocity ( 百) cannot be calculated in the one-dimensional

model, the observed w field is used to calculate the vertical advections of tern-

perature and moisture. The observed ω from 0900 EST, Day 33 to 0900 EST,
Day 35 叮e typically of the order of 2 em 3-1 before 2000 EST, Day 34 (Fig.

1). After that time, there are strong downward motions at 2100 EST, Day 34

and 0800 EST, Day 35.

也 . Temperature and heat fi 包Z
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Fig. 1. Hourly variation of the observed vertical velocity (em 8-1) from 0900
EST, Day 33 to 0900 EST, Day 35 in the Wangara Experiment. Contour interval

of 1 em 8-1.

The computed and observed profiles of the virtual potential temperature

during the daytime on Day 33 are expressed in Fig. 2. The model produces a

shallow super-adiabatic layer near the ground surface, a deep well-mixed layer

in the middle, and an inversion layer atop. Because the he 叫咀ux is calculated
by the eddy-coe 血 cient method, the model air is slightly unstable in the mixed

layer. In general, these profiles are in good agreement with the observed results.

That the computed height of inversion at 1200 EST is lower than observed is
partly due to the strong downward mo 七 ion (Fi 臣 . 1). This lower compu 叫t扭ed
height of ill'盯ver
et aI. (1978) and Yamada and Mellor (1975), the computed temperatures in

the mixed layer at 1800 EST are slightly smaller than observed. The computed

and observed nocturnal structures of Bv on Day 33-34 are shown in Fig. 3.
Due to the strong surface radia 七 ive cooling at night, the surface stable layer

continuously develops with time in both the computed and observed results.

Meanwhile, the thickness of the well-mixed layer decreases with time because

of the development of the surface stable layer and the decrease in height of
the upper inversion due to the large-scale subsidence. Both the compu 七ed and

observed temperatures within the surface inversion layer decrease continuously
with time due to the long-wave radiative cooling. The long-wave radiative cool-

ing is partially compensated by the adiabatic warming of large-scale subsidence.

At 2100 EST and 0000 EST in Fig. 3b, the increase of observed virtual potential
temperature at the heights between 200 m and 700 m is partially attributed to
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the increase of moisture, which cannot be simulated by a one-dimensinal model.

The height of the observed upper inversion decreases continuously from

about 1200 m at 1800 EST, Day 33 to about 950 m at 06 日0 EST, Day 34.
Basically, these decreases are cap 七 ured by our model although the simulated

height of the inversion is slightly lower. This discrepancy may be caused by

uncertainties in the (observed) downward motion used in calculating the ver-

七 ical advection terms. The downward motion also retards the growth of the

nocturnal inversion.

The vertical pro 丑 les of computed heat flux (叫 8�) at 1200, 1400, 1600 and
0200 EST on Day 33-34 are presented in Fig. 4. It is noted that 七he surface

heat flux is calculated by the surface budget equation, which is different from

Fig. 3
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a speCl 宜ed surface temperature (or heat flux) i旭立 Wy戶n呵g醉aar 吋E
Ya缸mada and Mellor (1975 吋), A吋 r間e e吋t ι叫t. (仕19盯78剖), Sun and Ogu 叮r阻a (1980 叫), Cαher 且l

and Cottar 且1 (19S3a), and Sun and Cαh間a缸I耳 (1986a). In Fig. 4, the vertical
heat flux in CBL decreases linearly with height and becomes negative at the

inversion. The downward heat flux at inversion height is about 4 to 13 % of
the upward surface heat flux. These agree with various simulations such as: 5
to 12 % in Wyngaard and Cote (1974); 4 to 7 % in Sun and Ogura (19S0); 4 to
9 % in Sun and Chang (19S6a)j 14 七0 21 % in Dea 吋 orff (1974a), 9 to 21 % in
Zeman and Lumley (1976). The ratio observed in the atmosphere by Lenschow

(1970) is 5 % and that obtained in the laboratory experiments by Willis and

Deardorff (1974) is 5 to S %. At 0200 EST (night), a strong downward heat flux

exists near the ground surface due to the strong temperature gradient; above
the surface inversion layer, the heat 咀ux is negligible.
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Fig. 4. Profiles of the computed vertical 吋 tual potential tempe 叫 ure flux

( 切 I O�) at 1200, 1400, 1600 EST on Day 33 and 0200 EST in Day 34.

Like Deardorff's results (1974a), the profiles of heat 丑ux show a slight cur-
vature near the surface due to radiative warming (cooling) caused by the w 叩n

(cool) ground surface. Therefore, the heat fluxes in our model are c∞onSIS 七en

w咐it出he臼arl晶l且Ie盯r calculations and mea 閏su叮ITem 立len肘l此ts吭, even though the surface t扭emp伊era-
t仙ur間e I站s simulated by the prognostic equation in this study.

b. Moist 包Te and moisture flux

Fig. 5 shows the computed and observed profiles of total specific humidity

(qw) during the daytime on Day 33. The humidity is well mixed in the mixed
layer. There is a small, but persistent, decrease with altitude in both simulated
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and observed curves due to the rapid growth of the mixed layer into the very
dry air aloft (Andre et at., 1978). When the mixed layer grows, the surface

moisture supply is not large enough to maintain the early morning mixing ratio

near the ground surface. Therefore, both the computed and observed humidity

in the mixed layer decrease with time. Due to the large-scale subsidence at

the upper layer, the top of the well-mixed humidity at 1800 EST decreases to

the height of 1000 m (Fig. 5a)� which is lower than 七he observed results. In

the observed profiles� the effects of subsidence on the humidi 七yare partially

compensated for by horizontal advection� which is not included here. the depth
of the calculated mixed layer is lower than the observed mainly because of a

strong subsidence used in this model.
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F 叩 . 5. Profil 倍。 f the specific humidity (古叩 ) during the daytime in Day 33:
(a) computed, (b) observed.

The observed q ω between 100-300 m increased rapidly during the night on
Day 詔 -34 due to a strong mois 七ure advection� which is not included in our

model. Hence, we will not present the comparison between the simulated and
observed profiles.

The vertical profiles of ∞血puted moisture fluxs (前在 ) at 1200, 1500, and
1800 EST on Day 33 (Fig. 6) are simil 缸 to those in De 缸dorff (1974a), Andre et
at. (1978)� and Sun and Ogura (1980). It is' noted that in this study the surface
moisture fluxes are calculated from the budget equation for water content at

the surface, instead of a given function used in Sun and Ogura and others.

c. Winds

The time variation of the simulated and observed profiles of u and 石 during
the Day 33-35 are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. The nocturnal low-level jets
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Fig. 6. Profiles of the computed moisture flux (w' q�) at 1200, 1500, and 1800
EST on Day 33.

are clearly shown in both observation and simulation, although 七he observed

wind speed is slightly stronger. During the daytime, wind is much weaker due

to strong convection in the CBL. After sunset, the boundary layer becomes

stable and the momentum flux is negligible. As a result of inertial oscillation,

the nocturnal low-level jet can subsequently develop (Blackad 缸 , 1957). The
simulated wind is also in agreement with Yamada and Mellor (1975) and Andre
et al. (1978). It is also noted that the observed wind is 血ore irreqular than

simulations. The discrepancy between the computed and observed winds has

also appeared in the results of Deardorff (1974a), Yamada and Mellor (1975),

A吋 re et al. (1978), Sun and Ogura (1980), Sun and Chang (1986a). The
main cause may be the use of an inaccura 七 e geostrophic wind in the momentum

equations. It may 包Iso be caused by inappropriate treatment of the momentum

宜uxs, or neglect of the horizontal advection of momentum as discussed by Sun

and Chang (1986a). Also, as mentioned previously, the use of free boundary
conditions at the top may cause the discrepancy between the computed and

observed' winds, especially in the upper layer.

d. Budget of the turbulent kinetic energy

The budget of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at 1500 EST in Day 34 (Fig.
9) is close to those obtained by Sun and Chang (1986a), and Andre et al. (1978).
The dissipa 七 ion rate (D) and the buoyant production (B) are the dominant

terms. They almost compensate each other in the mixed layer expect ne 缸
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20

Fig. 7. The hourly time and space variation ofrmean velocity (百) (ms-l) from
0900 EST, Day 33 to 0900 EST, Day 35: (a) simulated, (b) observed. Contour
interval of 2 m s - �

F 可 . 8. Same 祖 F 旬 . 7 expect for 古 .
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the surface and the inversion. The transport term (T) is crucial to sustaining

TKE against the dissipation and the negative buoyant production at inversion.
The turbulent transport term is also important in the lower mixed layer to

compensate for a larger dissipation near the ground. The ratio of the transport

term at the inversion to the heat 宜ux at ground surface is about 16% here,
which is close to the value of 17% obtained by Sun a吋 Chang (1986a).
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Fig. 9, Budget of the turbulent kinetic energy (m2 S-3) at 1500 EST, Day
34: B, buoyancy production; T, transport term; D, dissipation term; M, shea:r
production.

It is well recognized that the scaling proposed by Deardorff (1970) can pro-
duce a universal pro 且Ie of the trubulence parameter in the convective boundary

layer. Following his arguments, the convective velocity 切

*
is defined as

切
1

where Zi is the depth of the mixed layer, u* is frictional velocity, and 札 IS

temperature scale. The calculated 吐imensionless TKE at 1300 EST, Day 33 is
represented in Fig. 10. The figure also includes the laboratory experimental
data by Wills and Deardorff (1974), Enger (1983), and the numerical simulation
results of other models.
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F 句 10. Dimensio 叫 e 個 �u.:�ulent kimetic energy (E / 吋 ): s�lid line, (En-
ger, 1983, 呵 .); d 阻h 吋 �ine, .W�His and Deardorff's (1974) taboratory experiment;
dashed-dotted line, Andre et ι l. (1978); dotted line; Eng�r (1983); d�hed-d-�t-t�d�
dotted-d 自hed line, Sun and Cha 時 (1986a); circle-solid line, present study

e. Radiative cooling rate

The computed long- and short-wave radiative cooling/warming rates at 1500

EST, Day 33 and 0300 EST, Day 34 are presented in Fig. 11. At 1500 EST,
the average short-wave radiative warming rate is about 0.026 J{ hr-l (r 叩ge

from 0.017 七00.052 J{ hr-l), which is close to the results in Lacis and Hansen
(1974) ("-J 0.75 J{ d αy-l or 0.031 I< 卅一 1) below the height of 2000 m. The
maximum warming rate

('"
0.052 J{ hr-l) 坪pears just above 七 he inversion,

where the discontinuity of moisture occurs. It is noted that the short-wave

radiative warming rate is a function of the cosine of 七he solar zenith angle,

which has a value of 0.48 in Fig. 11.

Except near the surface, the average long-wave radiative cooling rate at

1500 EST is about -0.078 J{ hr-l, which is close to the results in Schmetz and

Beni 的on (1986). Because of the hot ground surface, the maximum long-wave

radiative warming rate near the surface reaches 0.45 K hr-l, which is close to
the value (about 0.52 J{ hr-l) used in Deardorff (1974a). On the other hand,
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at 0300 EST, the strong long-wave radiative cooling occurs at the lower layer

due to the cool ground surface. The maximum cooling rate at the height of

25 m can reach -0.50 K 卅一 1

正 Surface temperature

Fig. 12 shows the variations of the simulated ground surface temperature
(可 ), the simulated screen temperature (T1 心 , and the observed screen temper-

ature ( 丸 bs), at the height of 1.2 m. The predicted screen temperature, ob 個ined
by McNider and Pielke (1981) (circle) is also included. Overall, both simulated
七emperatures are ve 可 close to the observed one. However, our model is simpler

than McNider and Pielke 池 , which included multiple layers to calculate the soil

temperature. The diurnal oscillation of the surface temperature is well simu-

lated. Both maxima of Tabs and T1.2 lag that of Tg by about 1-2 hours .on Day

34. The sudden warming of Tabs between 2300 EST, Day 34 and 0300 EST,
Day 35 is not captured by the model, which may be associated with a warm

and moist advettionnear the surface. However, 訕。 900 EST on Day 35 (after
48 hours simulation), the predicted screen temperature is close to the observed

screen temperature.
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5. SUMMARY

An ensemble average turbulence model, including radiation and surface en-
ergy balance equations, is applied to study the evolution of the planetary bouild-

ary layer for cloud-free situations. In addition to equations these govern equiv-

alent po 七 ential temperature, specific humidity, and the two horizontal wind
components, a prognostic equation is used to calculate the turbulent kinetic

energy. the eddy-c ∞0閏effi由1此吋Cle曰n叫It relations in Dea 缸Ida 世r 宜 (1980) and Sun andChan

(1986a 吋.) are employed to calculate the eddy fl血fluxes. The lengh scales in Sun and

Ogura (1980) 組d Deardorff (1980) 叮e modi 宜ed and used in this study.

Through the surface energy balance equation, the ground surface soil tem-

perature is predicted by a force restoring method (Bhumral 恤 , 1975; Blac肌B尤,ckad 由ar

1976 吭; Dea 缸rd伽orff, 1978). An analogous method is used to predict the surface soil

moisture (Deardorff, 1978).

Rodgers' (1967) parameterization for long-wave radiation, Ya 血amoto's (1962
) parameterization for absorption of short-wave radiation, and Stephe 凹

,
method

(Chen and Cotton, 1983b) for the Rayleigh scattering are utilized in the cloud-
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free atmosphere.

The model is used to simulate the observed data on Day 33-35 in the Wan-
gara Experiment. The profiles of computed wind, moisture, and temperature

comp 缸e well with the results of observations and other models. The variations

of the predicted surface soil temperature are consistent with the observed tem-
perature at the screen height. Also, the second moments agree well with those

obtained by the other higher-order closure models.
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對流邊界層之日夜變化

第一部分無雪大氯

吳清吉

國立台灣大單大氣科學系

商丈義

美國普度大單地球和大氣科學系

摘 要

一個簡單的一維總體平均邊界層模式 ,
用以研究無雲大氣時邊界層的簡化。模式中包含

提桔、蕪韓、大氣輻射和地表能量牧草。華流動龍 (E) 是由預報方捏得到 , 黨疏混合長臣
、尺度 ( � ) 則由 Sun 興 Ogura 和 De a rd 0 r if 的方怯值飾得到 ; 蕪流 � 數正比於 � 宜
。地面層則使用 Businger et. al. 所建議的相個方程式。此外 ,

強迫怯復方法也被利用加

預報地寰的溫度和揖度。

此模式被用於模揖 Wangara 實驗的車站天賢料。模擬結果和觀棚以及其他高階薰梳模

式的結呆比較 , 相當的一致 o


